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Description 
Detecting and classifying emotions (anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and            
disgust), in text has a large number of applications in computational social science and social media                
(opinion mining, gender bias detection, fake news, etc.).  
 
Labeled training data is a crucial resource required for building supervised machine learning systems.              
However, compiling human annotated datasets for emotion is expensive in terms of time and money.               
This is especially true for languages other than English, for which very few datasets exist annotated                
for emotions (Mohammad et al. 2018).  
 
In this project we propose to use deep learning techniques (Conneau et al. 2020) to investigate                
emotion detection from a multilingual perspective, including both supervised and unsupervised           
approaches. 
 
Furthermore, we propose to frame Emotion Detection in Political Discourse or in Twitter, as an               
auxiliary task to fake news detection. 

Objectives 
The candidate may choose between the following objectives: 
 

1. Unsupervised emotion detection systems (lexicon-based) (Mohammad and Turney 2010). 
2. Experiment with new transfer learning approaches for Emotion Detection in low resource 

languages (Basque, or any other language of interest for the candidate). 
3. Semi-automatic generation of training data for domain (Qadir and Riloff 2013, 2014) and 

low-resourced languages via bootstrapping and data augmentation. 
 
The master thesis can be written in Basque or English. 

Tasks and Plan 
 

● Month 1: Start of the project, defining the objectives and tasks. 
● Month 2: Start experiments. Optionally, it is recommended for the candidates to attend the "Seminar on 

language technologies. Deep  Learning (LAP 18). https://ixa.si.ehu.es/master/programa_html  
● Months 3-5: Experiments and final development. 
● Final month: Writing up. 

http://rodrigo.agerri@ehu.eus/
https://ixa.si.ehu.es/master/programa_html
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